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Dr. Kay Owens engages us in a rich journey through her research of visuospatial 
reasoning. According to Owens (2015) “Visuospatial reasoning is the mental process of 
forming images and concepts and mentally modifying and analyzing these visual images” 
(p. 8). Mathematics education understands the importance of visuospatial reasoning but 
Owens engages our thinking about this concept beyond the walls of mathematics 
classrooms. This book explores how “visuospatial reasoning is culturally constructed and 
culturally responsive” (p. 12).  
 
Owens introduces this reviewer to ecocultural which she uses “to summarize the notion 
of responsiveness embedded in place and residing in culture and ecology. In other words, 
education besides recognizing a school system, and global perspectives as contexts may 
benefit from connecting to place and culture to understand and strengthen visuospatial 
reasoning” (p. 12). Ecocultural education then “implies a place-based experiential 
education” (Owens, 2015, p. 12) which many working in ethnomathematics have been 
researching. The ten chapters of this important book, situate the work of visuospatial 
reasoning in many contexts i.e. digital, psychology, and sociocultural, but as importantly 
situates itself in culture and language. 
 
Owens has a rich history of being an eminent ethnomathematics researcher in Papua New 
Guinea. While she dedicates a chapter to her research on visuospatial reasoning, she 
broadens the readers’ awareness through her inclusion of a dedicated chapter on 
visuospatial reasoning within other cultures from other areas of the globe. Her chapter on 
“Ecocultural Perspective” also embraces communities from around the world.  
 
Owens has provided us with an important body of research. Throughout the reading many 
questions arise for this reader through the rich body of scholarship Owens brings 
together. The interested academic should find this book a rich contribution to their 
research, offering opportunities for new questions and new perspectives. The confluence 
of ideas and extension of boundaries by Dr. Owens is remarkable.  
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